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5.    No difference of more than two and one-       ™sible half per cent, from the section shown on the plans
will be permitted, except in the case of extra wide plates.
6.    Every finished plate, bar or angle shall be  Mnish plainly stamped on one side, near the middle, with a  Pieces, number identifying the melt.    Steel for pins shall have the melt numbers stamped on the end.   Rivet steel and small pieces., not forming part of the calculated section of members, may be shipped in bundles wired together,  with the melt number on a metal
tag attached.
B.—Cast Steel.
7.    Cast steel shall be made in an open-hearth furnace, and shall fulfill the following requirements:  Annexing Of
(a)    All steel castings shall be annealed.            steeicast-
(6)  . Every steel casting shall be made with a  Test's of stee> coupon for testing, which coupon shall be cut off  Castines. after annealing, and the test shall be made from a f-inch round cut from the coupon.    The test piece shall show an  ultimate strength of at least 65,000 pounds,   an  elastic  limit  of  not less   than  33,000 pounds, an elongation of at least 15 per cent, in two inches, and a reduction of area of 20 per cent, at the point of fracture.
(c}    When   the bearing surface  of any steel  |°ee"dca«s-ot casting- is finished, there shall be no blow-hole visible *«gs! exceeding one inch in either dimension, nor exceeding* one-half a square inch in area.    The length of blow-holes cut by any straight line laid in any direction shall never exceed one inch in any one foot.
C.—General Tests.
8.    A sample bar not more than two inches  sample Bar. wide, and having; a sectional area of not less than one-half a square inch, shall be cut from the finished product  of every melt.    When taken  from metal
more than two inches thick, the sample may be a turned, round bar. The laboratory tests shall be made on this sample bar in its natural state, without annealing.
9.    When a melt is rolled into several varieties  ^^7^ of material, each variety shall be separately tested.   beatestJd!° A   variety  shall   consist  of  one  of the  following shapes:     Sheared   Plates,   Universal   Mill   Plates,
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